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Abstract 

Artificial intelligence (AI) and big data are transforming the credit market in Vietnam. Lenders 

increasingly use ‘algorithmic credit scoring’ to assess borrowers’ creditworthiness or 

likelihood and willingness to repay loan. This technology gleans non-traditional data from 

smartphones and analyses them through machine learning algorithms. Algorithmic credit 

scoring promises greater efficiency, accuracy, cost-effectiveness, and speed in predicting risk 

compared to traditional credit scoring systems that are based on economic data and human 

discretion. These technological gains are expected to foster financial inclusion, enter untapped 

credit markets, and deliver credit to ‘at-risk’ and financially excluded borrowers. However, this 

technology also raises public concerns about opacity, unfair discrimination, and threats to 

individual privacy and autonomy. In Vietnam, the lending industry deploys this technology at 

scale but in legal limbo. Regulation is vital to delivering big data and AI promises in the 

financial services market while ensuring fairness and public interest.  
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The Prospects and Dangers of Algorithmic Credit Scoring in Vietnam: 

Regulating a Legal Blindspot 

Nicolas Lainez1 

 

1. Background 

Big data and artificial intelligence (AI) are transforming the credit industry worldwide. This 

process is evident in Vietnam, an emerging lower-middle-income economy where credit 

markets are undergoing rapid liberalization and transformation. Lenders increasingly assess 

borrowers’ creditworthiness – defined as the likelihood and willingness of individuals repaying 

their loans and meeting contractual obligations on time – using ‘algorithmic credit scoring’. 

This expression uses a combination of big data and machine leaning algorithms to generate 

scorecards based on a statistical analysis of loan applicants’ risk profile2. With tens of millions 

of unbanked and underbanked citizens short of credit history and access to banking services in 

Vietnam, algorithmic credit scoring emerges as a magic tool to mitigate high uncertainty and 

information asymmetry, unlocking credit growth potential. 

Algorithmic credit scoring makes big promises. The prospects of efficiency, accuracy, cost-

effectiveness, and speed in predicting credit risk augur the inclusion of millions of 

un(der)banked citizens in financial services markets, including the lending industry. However, 

algorithmic credit scoring also raises public concern about opacity, unfair discrimination, and 

the loss of individual privacy and autonomy (Aggarwal 2020). Regulation is critical to foster 

innovation while safeguarding public interests. Western countries mitigate anxieties about 

algorithmic credit scoring and meet the new challenges of the big data era by revising their 

credit laws, in particular the concepts of creditworthiness and discrimination (Danielle and 

Pasquale 2014; Hurley and Adebayo 2017). They also develop ethical guidelines for 

responsible AI that, in some cases, lead to AI governance frameworks (Jobin, Ienca, and 

 
1 I would like to thank Jodi Gardner, Milford Bateman, Cassey Lee, Ivan Small, Sandra Annette Booysen, Minh 

Nguyen, Bezawit Chichaibelu, Marie Langevin and Alex Zhou Qin for their incisive comments and suggestions 

on the different drafts of this working paper. I am also grateful to Joey Erh Luo Zhen for her meticulous editing 

work. 
2 Algorithmic decision-making is generally based on ‘machine-learning’ algorithms. In its most elementary form, 

an algorithm is a set of instructions designed to solve a problem. Machine learning algorithms learn from data and 

optimize their operations to predict outcomes in unseen data, thereby developing ‘artificial intelligence’ over time. 

Machine learning is a branch of ‘Artificial Intelligence’ (AI). AI refers to machines programmed to simulate 

human thinking, learn from experience, and perform human-like tasks. Machine learning algorithms are fed with 

‘big data’ or large and complex sets of (un)structured data including social data, machine data, and transactional 

data. 
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Vayena 2019). With the exception of Singapore, most Southeast Asian countries lag in the 

regulation of algorithmic credit scoring. The lending industry deploys this technology at scale 

without a regulatory framework, which can be a source of concern. 

In Vietnam, domestic and foreign (including Singaporean) ‘credit scoring’ startups in the 

financial technology (fintech) sector provide machine learning, big data-based credit scoring 

technology to lenders in a legal vacuum. The Vietnamese credit law is poorly prepared to 

regulate algorithmic credit scoring and the myriad of new digital lending services that depend 

upon it. Privacy law is piecemeal, under construction, and inadequately equipped to regulate 

big data mining and analytics. This study addresses these concerns from a legal and policy 

angle. After describing the promises and perils of algorithmic credit scoring in Vietnam, it 

suggests novel ways to regulate it. This legal proposal aims to provide oversight over 

algorithmic credit scoring, ensuring that the process from data collection to credit decision is 

transparent, accessible, accurate, and fair. This study’s central argument is that adequate 

regulation is vital to delivering big data and machine learning’s promises in the financial 

services market while ensuring fairness and public interest. The proposal calls for amending 

credit and data privacy legislation and develop ethical guidelines for responsible AI.  

This study contributes to a small but growing body of works on fintech regulation in Asia. A 

recent edited volume titled ‘Regulating Fintech in Asia: Global Context, Local Perspectives’ 

shows how financial service providers, fintech startups and regulators strive for innovation but 

must deal with uncertainty brought by technological progress and regulatory unpreparedness. 

Responses like policy experimentation and regulatory sandboxes do not always reassure 

stakeholders (Fenwick, Van Uytsel, and Ying 2020). A chapter in this volume addresses fintech 

regulation in Vietnam. More than 150 fintech startups provide financial services including 

digital payment, crowdfunding, p2p lending, blockchain, personal finance management, and 

financial information comparators. To support their development, the Vietnamese government 

has set up a steering committee, designed a national financial inclusion strategy, and drafted a 

framework to operate regulatory sandboxes in five key domains (Nguyen 2020; see Do 2020 

on regulatory sandboxes). In short, these discussions provide a broad context and policy 

recommendations to support fintech development, but leave algorithmic credit scoring aside3. 

Furthermore, there has not been any research done on the societal and political impact of 

algorithmic credit scoring in Southeast Asia. This study fills this gap by opening new lines of 

 
3 An exception is an article from Tinh Le Duc (2017) who  recommends using a national credit database system 

to improve the efficiency of public credit registries in Vietnam (see the discussion on CIC and PCB below). 
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enquiry and policy debates that will become crucial as algorithmic credit scoring expands and 

reaches into people’s daily lives. 

This study is based on secondary sources, mainly materials collected from the websites of credit 

scoring startups and lenders operating in Vietnam and Singapore. Unfortunately, most startups 

simplify the information made available as part of their marketing strategy. Details on the 

nature of big data collected for risk prediction, machine learning protocols, customer base, 

product pricing and impact are trade secrets. An exception is CredoLab, a Singaporean credit 

scoring firm. This startup is highly open and transparent and provides abundant details about 

its mission, products, impact, and privacy policy in its website. The materials available in the 

Resources Section4 proved valuable to understanding algorithmic credit scoring and writing 

this study. Other materials include news clips about credit, household debt, AI, algorithms, 

credit scoring, fintech, digital finance, regulation, and cybersecurity. Academic and policy 

literature on algorithms, big data, credit, and data privacy lays the foundation for the analysis 

of empirical data. 

 

2. The Prospects of Algorithmic Credit Scoring 

The following section describes the promises that algorithmic credit scoring makes to the 

lending industry and society. This technology is the tip of the spear of the global campaign for 

financial inclusion, which aims at delivering credit and other financial services to ‘at-risk’ 

un(der)banked citizens. By processing big data with machine leaning algorithms and improving 

efficiency, accuracy, speed, cost-reduction, it aims at boosting, if not revolutionizing, credit 

markets in the global South.  

2.1 Big Data for Financial Inclusion  

The financial industry is driven by information; in particular, lenders need accurate and up-to-

date data on borrowers to determine loan pricing and terms, decrease exposure to bad debt, and 

maximize profit. However, lenders have imperfect information on their customers. To solve 

this problem, they collect data from traditional and non-traditional sources to assess applicants’ 

creditworthiness and willingness to repay their loans. Traditional data includes ‘hard data’ such 

as credit history, income, labor, education level and tax records, and ‘soft data’ including 

opinions from loan officers and internal assessments (Abraham, Schmuker, and Tessada 2019, 

 
4 https://www.credolab.com, ‘Resources’ (accessed 20 November 2020), 

https://www.credolab.com/
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1). These data can be hard to obtain in countries where financial exclusion prevails, i.e., citizens 

are not served or poorly served by financial institutions. Financial exclusion involves unbanked 

or ‘no-file’ borrowers with no bank account and no established credit history, and underbanked 

or ‘thin-file’ borrowers who may have a bank account but no credit history or an incomplete 

one. In both cases, these borrowers short of credit history pose a challenge to lenders who are 

unable to assess credit risk.  

Financial exclusion is high in Southeast Asia but reliable figures are hard to come by. 

According to Bain & Company, Google and Temasek (2019, 12), 70 percent of the region’s 

population is either unbanked or underbanked, totaling 458,5 million inhabitants out of 655 

million. However, this figure is not definitive. It is difficult to characterize this group. Financial 

inclusion advocates describe un(der)banked workers as operating in a cash economy: they 

“save their money under the mattress and borrow from so-called ‘loan sharks’, paying 

exorbitant interest rates on a daily or weekly basis,” argues Jose de Luna-Martinez (2016) in a 

post published in a World Bank blog5. Peter Barcak, CEO of CredoLab, a Singaporean credit 

scoring startup that operates in Asia, including Vietnam, argues that “underbanked consumers 

lack a voice. Most of them live off-the-grid, are employed in the informal economy, and get by 

on a hand-to-mouth existence where they do not even have enough to meet the minimum 

balance required by banks” (Barcak 2019). Financial exclusion prevails in Vietnam, a country 

that experienced an economic collapse in the mid-1980s. This financial crisis led to macro-

economic reforms that put Vietnam on the path of a socialist-oriented market economy 

integrated in global exchanges. The economy and financial system have since developed 

immensely, helping Vietnam to emerge as a thriving lower-middle-income country with a GDP 

per capita of US$2,715 in 20196. However, about 61 (Nguyen 2020, 124) to 70 (World Bank 

2018a, 160) percent of 98 million Vietnamese still have no bank accounts and, therefore, credit 

history. This results in 59.8 to 68.6 million potential borrowers, who are mainly urban and rural 

low-income workers, locked out from formal financial services. Credit scoring startups and 

lenders assume that many of these individuals seek loans and have the ability and willingness 

to repay them. They thus target their marketing towards them.  

 
5 The use of the term ‘loan shark’ lending perpetuates the stereotype that poor and financially excluded borrowers 

only borrow money in the informal finance market. This market is epitomized by the ‘evil’ moneylender that 

preys on the poor. This stereotype ignores the diversity of the informal finance market in Southeast Asia and the 

fact that different credit products and debt regimes can produce an empowering (Lainez 2020) and disempowering 

impact over creditors and debtors (Lainez et al. 2020).  
6 Up from US$231 in 1985 (https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD?locations=VN) (accessed 

20 November 2020) 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD?locations=VN
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High levels of financial exclusion in Southeast Asia and other regions of the world have laid 

the ground for a global campaign to boost financial inclusion7. This campaign is led by a 

coalition of governments, financial institutions, banks, development agencies, IT firms, donors, 

foundations, IGOs, NGOs and civil society organizations, which Daniela Gabor and Sally 

Brooks (2017, 424) refer to as a “fast-evolving fintech–philanthropy–development complex”. 

The term ‘financial inclusion’ refer to “individuals and businesses hav[ing] access to useful 

and affordable mainstream financial services that meet their needs – transactions, payments, 

savings, credit and insurance – delivered in a responsible and sustainable way” (World Bank 

2018b). Financial inclusion is a top priority in the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals 

adopted by all UN Member States in 2015, a road map to foster peace and prosperity, eradicate 

poverty, and safeguard the planet (United Nations 2015). The financial inclusion agenda places 

a strong emphasis on credit. Credit has many virtues according to its advocates: it improves 

resource allocation, promotes consumption and increases aggregate demand. In turn, a rise in 

demand boosts production, business activity and income levels. Consumer credit enables 

households to cope with their daily spending, compensate low wages that provide limited 

benefits and security, withstand economic shocks especially in times of pandemic and 

depression, invest in production and human capital, and foster upward mobility. Fintech is 

critical to enable the expansion of credit markets, especially digital lending. By assessing credit 

risk for millions of ‘at-risk’ financially invisible borrowers, credit scoring firms are able to tap 

on new and profitable markets and position themselves at the forefront of the global financial 

inclusion campaign. 

2.2 ‘All Data is Credit Data’: Leveraging the Digitalization of Life 

To achieve financial inclusion, Southeast Asian credit scoring firms take an ‘all data is credit 

data’ approach8. They take advantage of the recent introduction of digital technologies and 

services, new electronic payment systems, and smart devices to collect alternative data, which 

capitalizes on high mobile phone and internet penetration rates. In 2016, Vietnam’s internet 

penetration rate had reached 52 percent while smartphone ownership 72 and 53 percent in 

urban and rural areas, respectively (Nguyen 2020, 121). Furthermore, 132 million mobile 

 
7 The Vietnamese government ratified a National Financial Inclusion Strategy 2020-25. The goal is to ensure that 

80 percent of adults have a bank account and access to basic financial services such as payment services, money 

transfer, saving, credit and insurance in the next five years (VNA 2020) 
8 The expression comes from Douglas Merrill, ZestFinance’s CEO, who stated in an article published in the New 

York Time that “We feel like all data is credit data, we just don’t know how to use it yet”. He meant that predictive 

analytics can glean virtually any piece of data about a person and analyze it to assess creditworthiness through 

extrapolation (Hardy 2012; for discussions on “all data is credit data”, see Aitken 2017; Rosamond 2016). 
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devices were in circulation in 2017 (CSIRO 2018, 3). These developments pave the way for 

credit scoring firms which mine alternative data from borrowers’ mobile phones. These data 

are not directly relevant to their creditworthiness but generate detailed, up-to-date, multi-

dimensional and intimate knowledge about their behavior, especially their likelihood to repay 

loans on time. Alternative data derives from telco and mobile data, social network data 

(Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, LinkedIn, Instagram, etc.), browser data, e-commerce, and 

financial transaction data. Credit scoring firms feed these data to machine learning algorithms 

to generate credit scorecards that rate and rank consumers above or below each other.  

How are social network and telco data used to predict creditworthiness? Risk prediction is 

assessed through correlation, or the “tendency of individuals with similar characteristics to 

exhibit similar attitudes and opinions” (Tan and Phan 2018, 11). If connected borrowers act 

similarly, social network data should be able to predict their behavior their willingness to repay 

loans regardless of income and credit history. LenddoEFL, a digital credit scoring firm, gleans 

social network data to achieve its vision: “to provide 1 billion people access to powerful 

financial products at a lower cost, faster and more conveniently”9. Based in Singapore, the 

company operates in the Philippines, Mexico, Colombia and, more recently, Vietnam through 

partnership with Orient Commercial Joint Stock Bank (PRweb 2018). Its flagship solution, 

LenddoScore, is an onboarding app that generates a scorecard ranging from 0 to 1,000. This 

app collects social network data, mobile data, browser data, telco data, e-commerce transaction 

data, financial transaction data, psychometric data, and form filling analytics (Lenddo 2015). 

For social network data, LenddoScore gleans data from Facebook, LinkedIn, Yahoo, Google 

(including emails) and Twitter to map relationships with 120 social media profiles (L.P. 2016)10. 

The predictive power of social network data is based on the principle of ‘who you know 

matters’. In other words, borrowers’ personality and relationships are pivotal to assess risk. 

Another popular source of alternative data is telco data provided by mobile operators 11 . 

TrustingSocial, a startup based in Vietnam and Singapore, collects telco data for risk profiling. 

This firm uses call/SMS metadata (when, where and duration), top-up data and value-added-

service transaction data to determine borrowers’ income, mobility patterns, financial skills, 

 
9 https://lenddoefl.com (accessed 20 November 2020) 
10 To ensure repayment, LenddoEFL also applies a social collateral system by which borrowers select a ‘Trusted 

Network’ of three friends that are accountable in case of default. If borrowers fail to repay a loan, their trusted 

friends are penalized with a lower score, which may limit their ability to borrow from LenddoEFL’s and/or 

associated lenders (L.P. 2016). 
11 Many studies show that the effectiveness of mobile phone usage data (Ots, Liiv, and Tur 2020), credit-call 

records (Óskarsdóttir et al. 2019), and airtime recharge data (Shema 2019) for credit scoring purposes. 

https://lenddoefl.com/
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consumption profile, social capital, and life habits (Huynh 2017). Similarly, KT CRDP, a credit 

scoring firm based in South Korea with operations in Vietnam, also uses Telco data. Its K-

Telco Score solution gleans phone subscription data (profile, duration, products, bundling), 

phone usage data (call patterns, porting history, missed calls, mobile device, micro payments, 

and paid TV), bill payment data (postpaid overdue, top-up pattern and credit, plan suspension 

and recovery), and proxies such as location, overseas roaming, and download of financial apps. 

These data offer glimpses of borrowers’ characteristics in terms of: 1) financial capacities for 

repaying credit based on their income level, economic stability, and consumption pattern, 2) 

credit management abilities based on repayment behavior, and suspension management, 3) life 

pattern estimations based on residence stability, employment, and call networks, and 4) appetite 

for financial services (KT Global Business Group 2019). In practice, prepaid top-up card phone 

users who make regular phone calls of a certain duration may indicate that they earn enough 

income to recharge their plan frequently and maintain their phone routines. The frequency in 

which they top-up their phone card is another proxy for their income level. However, lenders 

will trust top-up card users less than those who take postpaid plans with monthly payments, 

which indicate a better economic situation. Another proxy, call location, provides insights 

about subscribers’ income level, job stability, job rotation, and so on. If s/he calls from a 

residential area, their risk profile will be more credit favourable. In short, telco data provides 

24-hour life insights about phone users that can be leveraged for risk prediction.  

2.3 From ‘Old’ Credit Registries to ‘New’ Algorithmic Scoring Firms 

Digital credit scoring firms make a strong argument for efficiency by comparing credit scoring 

based on alternative data and machine learning algorithms and scoring based on traditional data 

and less sophisticated statistical tools. Their marketing presents the latter as a system of 

“archaic credit data and scoring technologies of the 70s”12. This ‘outdated’ model leads not 

only to “lengthy paperwork and unpleasant customer experiences” (PR Newswire 2019), but 

also financial exclusion as “arbitrary lending rules and criteria will in most cases disqualify [a] 

potential customer” (CredoLab 2017). In general, traditional credit scoring registries use past 

credit performance, loan payments, current income, and the amount of outstanding debt to 

profile borrowers. These data are fed to linear statistics protocols (Aggarwal 2020; Burton et 

al. 2004, 5). In many cases, the final decision on a loan application and pricing depends on 

human discretion. In the US, the scoring model popularized by FICO (Fair, Isaac and 

 
12 https://www.trustingsocial.com/about-us/ (accessed 20 November 2020) 

https://www.trustingsocial.com/about-us/
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Corporation) until recently relied on three economic proxies that accounted for 80 percent of a 

single numeric score: consumers’ debt level, length of credit history, and regular and on-time 

payments (Wei et al. 2016, 235). However, these data are problematic for several reasons. First, 

they do not render the economic profile of thin-file borrowers adequately. Second, they are not 

produced frequently enough to integrate the latest developments in borrowers’ lives. Third, 

they are not easily and quickly accessible at an affordable cost (Guo et al. 2016, 2). These 

limitations lower risk prediction accuracy, convenience, and utility for lenders. Another 

problem is that assumptions underlying traditional scoring models may be outdated. These 

models approach borrowers as workers with documented regular income and a linear and stable 

employment path. In post-Fordist countries, labor flexibilization, neoliberal reforms and 

austerity policies have given birth to the ‘precariat’, a new class of ‘denizens’ who live in 

‘tertiary time’, lack labor stability and economic security, and whose career paths are non-

linear (Standing 2014; 2013)13. In emerging countries like Vietnam, the linear model bears 

little relevance to the lives of many precarious workers who live on a day-by-day basis (Lainez 

2019). Only a minority of highly-educated, middle-class and urban workers build linear and 

future-oriented careers (Earl 2014). In brief, traditional scoring models show limitations in data 

sampling and credit risk modeling.  

In Vietnam, the Credit Information Center (CIC) under the State Bank is the official public 

credit registry. The CIC collects, processes and stores credit data, analyzes, monitors and limits 

credit risk, scores and rates credit institutions and borrowers, and provides credit reports and 

other financial services. It gleans credit data from 670,000 companies and 30.8 million 

individuals with existing credit history and works with over 1,200 credit institutions including 

43 commercial banks, 51 foreign banks’ branches, over 1,100 people’s credit funds, and 27 

finance and leasing firms14. The CIC operates alongside the Vietnam Credit Information Joint 

Stock Company (PCB), a smaller private credit registry that 11 banks created in 2007. The 

State Bank of Vietnam granted a certificate of eligibility for credit information operation to 

PCB in 2013. This registry delivers financial services to its clients, including credit reports 

(Bartels 2020). 

Both the CIC and PCB provide essential services to the financial community. However, they 

use traditional credit data and scoring methods that limit their reach and scope. Although the 

 
13 The precariat lives on ‘tertiary time’, a temporal regime that compels them to live permanently on standby, to 

labour excessively, to “work-for-labour” to secure casual jobs, and to give away their time to capricious 

employers.  
14https://cic.org.vn (accessed 20 November 2020) 

https://cic.org.vn/webcenter/portal/CMSPortal/page18?_adf.ctrl-state=b4jtsta8_9&_=&_afrLoop=163330615574913#%2Foracle%2Fwebcenter%2Fpage%2FscopedMD%2Fs774abad3_0d36_4122_a489_ccf21aaa3a66%2FPage268.jspx%40%3Fwc.contextURL%3D%2Fspaces%2FCMSPortal%26_adf.ctrl-state%3Db4jtsta8_9
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CIC is well suited to provide credit ratings about legal entities, it takes several days for them 

to deliver reports on individuals and lack a national credit database system with an individual 

profile for every citizen based on the new 12-digit personal ID number (Le 2017, 44). Moreover, 

the CIC uses linear data that does not reflect unstable and multidirectional career paths that is 

a norm in Vietnam. In a move to enhance transparency and efficiency and reduce costs and 

waiting time, the CIC had opened a portal to allow borrowers to track their credit data, scores 

and levels, prevent fraud, receive advice to improve their rating, and access credit packages 

from participating institutions (VNA 2019). Borrowers are able to access this portal online or 

through a mobile phone app called CiCB. On the whole, the CIC and PCB are poorly equipped 

to compete with credit scoring firms that pave the path to a lending ecosystem driven by big 

data and machine learning algorithms. 

2.4 More Data, Better Accuracy 

Credit scoring firms focus on efficiency – especially accuracy, speed, cost-effectiveness, and 

customization – to set themselves apart from credit registries and promote their advanced 

technology. Their predictions offer higher accuracy than traditional scoring by leveraging on a 

much larger number of data points relevant to risk behavior and analyzing them with AI. 

CredoLab describes how its technology increases efficiency by collecting anonymous metadata: 

SMS, phone, email and network communication activity (frequencies, ratios, intervals between 

actions, distribution), phone numbers and contacts (to correlate the address book with the 

communication activity), phone device features (model, display size, RAM size, storage size 

and utilization, age of device), browsing history (browsing patterns, preferences and intent to 

apply for a lending product), installed software (lending apps, office applications, e-wallets and 

‘suspicious’ anonymizing Internet tools like Tor and VPN 15 ), geolocation, personal data 

including IP address for KYC (Know Your Customer16) contactless verification and anti-fraud 

procedures contracted by banks 17 . In the non-anonymous mode that improves KYC’s 

effectiveness, onboarding solutions like CredoApp and CredoSDK also collect the content of 

text messages, phone numbers, names, and details of contacts and other personal data. 

 
15 Tor and VPNs are secure networking technologies aimed at protecting online privacy. The former directs 

internet traffic through different servers or nodes located across the world to ensure anonymity. The latter hides a 

user’s IP address, encrypts online connection and routes it through an intermediary server belonging to the VPN 

company to ensure privacy.  
16 Traditional KYC (Know Your Customer) involves a set of checks that lenders carry out with borrowers to verify 

their identity through paperwork and personification. E-KYC (Electronic Know Your Customer) refers to the 

digitalization of this process. 
17 https://www.credolab.com/faq, ‘What kinds of data do you collect?’ (accessed 20 November 2020). See also 

Privacy Policy (https://www.credolab.com/privacy-policies/english) (accessed 20 November 2020). 

https://www.credolab.com/faq
https://www.credolab.com/privacy-policies/english
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CredoLab’s flagship solution is CredoApp, which once installed on a smartphone, gleans 

alternative data to predict risk. Loan applicants must grant access permission in their device – 

“the more permissions granted, the more accurate the score, the higher your chances of getting 

a better score”18 – to generate a credit scorecard. 

The harvesting of this vast amount of data increases predictive accuracy significantly, scoring 

startups claim. Peter Barcak, CredoLab’s CEO, argues that “usually a scorecard consists of 20 

to 25 features with the highest information value and features with the highest predictive power. 

But we have built a huge pool of 1.3 million features over the last four years to choose from” 

(Gaglia 2020). This difference impacts the Gini metric used by lenders to evaluate risk 

prediction accuracy. The Gini coefficient ranges between 0 and 1, indicating 50 percent and 

100 percent accuracy rates respectively. Lenders in Asia are accustomed to traditional credit 

scoring systems with a 0.25-0.30 Gini coefficient or a 62-65 percent accuracy. However, 

CredoLab’s claims that its digital scorecards have a Gini coefficient of 0.40-0.50 or 70-75 

percent accuracy19. The 8-13 percent gain makes a difference for lenders, argues Peter Barcak 

(ibid.). For lenders, it translates into a 20 percent increase in new customer approval, a 15 

percent drop in loans defaults, and a 22 percent decrease in fraud rate (ibid.). It also reduces 

the time from scoring request to credit decision to a few seconds. 

2.5 ‘Fast and Easy Credit’: Toward Real-Time Credit Decision  

The emphasis on shorter times for credit loan approval reflects another area where credit 

scoring startups outperform traditional scorers: fast performance. They aim to provide ‘real-

time credit decision’, as stated in CredoLab’s privacy policy20. In a discussion on partnerships 

with banks in Southeast Asia, Peter Barcak stated that “we’re helping them make fast credit 

decisions because our scores are available within one second. So our clients have the advantage 

because they can make their decisions fast” (Gaglia 2020). TrustingSocial also markets speed. 

Geoffrey See, head of identity, emphasizes that, “we are working to enable ‘5 minutes, anytime, 

 
18 https://www.credolab.com/faq, ‘How many data points are collected from my smartphone device?’ (accessed 

20 November 2020) 
19 A few studies compare predictive performances for traditional and machine learning credit scoring models. A 

study with data from a Chinese fintech loan company highlights that 1) the machine learning scoring model based 

on alternative data outperforms traditional scoring methods, 2) alternative data improves risk prediction accuracy, 

3) machine learning models are more accurate in predicting losses and defaults after a shock, 4) both models show 

efficiency as the length of the relationship between the bank and the customer increases, but traditional models 

do better in the long term (Gambacorta, Huang, and Wang 2019). Another study shows that the combination of 

email usage, psychometric and demographic data measures creditworthiness with greater accuracy than a model 

based on demographic data alone, which is conventionally used to assess risk (Djeundje et al. 2021). 
20 https://www.credolab.com/privacy-policies/english (accessed 20 November 2020). 

https://www.credolab.com/faq
https://www.credolab.com/privacy-policies/english
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anywhere’ access to financial services, which describes going from the point a customer 

decides to sign up for with a financial service to the point of cash disbursement” (T. T. Le 

2020). Geoffrey See refers to automated lending platforms that digitize the loan application 

process and shortens the time for scoring, decision-making, approval and disbursement to a 

few minutes. The race for speed does not only involves the collection of alternative data and 

its analysis by machine learning algorithms, but the entire process of contacting a potential 

borrower, processing an application, generating a scorecard, making a decision, determining 

pricing and terms, and disbursing the loan to a bank account.  

On the ground, banks and consumer lending companies also race to provide a ‘fast and easy’ 

credit experience. Kalidas Ghose, CEO of FE Credit, the leading consumer lender in Vietnam, 

the consumer credit branch of VPBank, addresses the issue of convenience in a PowerPoint 

presentation entitled ‘Financial Inclusion: Leveraging the Mobile Device – The FE Credit 

Experience’ (Ghose 2018). This document describes the power of big data to foster financial 

inclusion and credit growth. FE Credit takes advantage of high internet and smartphone 

penetration to target lower, middle and upper “mass” workers earning from US$75 to US$347 

per month. Ghose describes the “infrastructural obstacles” that hamper the development of 

consumer lending, in particular the lack of information about unbanked segments and the heavy 

reliance on human labor and discretion by credit bureaus. He underscores the potential of telco 

data in assessing risk for the unbanked. These data are provided by Viettel (63.6 million users), 

Mobifone (20.5 million) and Vinaphone (34.6 million). Ghose describes the “enhanced process 

for instant application in 1 click” that takes less than two days: an SMS is sent to the customer, 

a “fair price” is calculated based on a “highly reliable score”, the customer applies for a loan 

with “1 click”, the sales team calls back in less than 30 minutes, an appointment is made is less 

than 24 hours to close the deal, and the loan is disbursed within 12 hours. Ghose cites the 

example of a construction worker who needed several hundred million VND to renovate his 

home. For this borrower, “applying for a bank loan is out of option with his current income. A 

few hundred million is a big amount to borrow from relatives. ‘Loan shark’ is a last resource 

that he would never dare to take.” This borrower clicked on a FE Credit link received by SMS 

at 8am, went through the different stages of the application, and received a loan the following 

morning to renew his home. Overall, FE Credit shortened the loan application and delivery 

process to a couple of days, while other banks take several days. 

FE Credit then sought to improve this performance to “align with its corporate mission of 

delivering fast and easy credit” by developing $NAP. This automated lending platform 
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digitizes the loan application process and shortens the time for approval and disbursement to 

15 minutes (Saigon Times 2019)21. $NAP reduces customer recruitment cost and lowers the 

risk of losing them due to cumbersome and time-consuming procedures. The app achieves this 

performance by incorporating technology such as “facial recognition, AI-based optical 

character recognition (OCR) and Optical Ink Character Recognition (OCR+ICR) to verify the 

customer’s identity, authenticate the documents submitted by customers and assess their 

creditworthiness using their phone cameras, voice- based virtual assistant, speech to text, 

device-based scoring, telco data scoring, eSignature, and many more” (Ghose 2019). A “strong 

risk management process”, based on “extensive usage of big data analytics”, has resulted in 

“an ability to enjoy higher exposure with better customers, deliver top-up loans earlier in 

customers’ lifecycle, and expand the targeted base by using alternate behavioral data in 

partnership with telcos, e-commerce and utility companies” (ibid.). According to FE Credit, 

$NAP has attracted many news customers. It has also set the path for a ‘fast and easy credit’ 

experience in Vietnam (Lainez 2021). Machine leaning algorithms and big data are critical to 

achieve this goal. They deliver predictions in a snap and cut down bureaucracy and human 

discretion. They also facilitate the automation of lending processes. 

Algorithmic credit scoring also allows scorecards to be customized by modifying the way credit 

risk is assessed for specific financial institutions and loan applicants. CredoLab develops 

scorecards for unsecured lending including credit cards, personal loans, Point of Sale (POS) 

loan, payday loans, two-wheeler loans and auto loans22. Customization is also the core business 

of Gobear, a popular online ‘financial supermarket’ that personalizes banking and insurance 

products down to customers’ identified needs. The platform operates in Hong Kong and six 

ASEAN countries including Vietnam. It was designed to allow users to compare and select 

over 2,000 financial products, principally credit and insurance plans. In Vietnam, CredoLab 

has launched Easy Apply with GoBear. Easy Apply is a smartphone app that gathers digital 

footprints and consumer behavior data to help financial institutions, banks and consumer 

lenders associated with Gobear to assess risk, tailor financial products and pricing, and ensure 

fast services and high approval rates. Once loan applicants select customized financial products 

in the Easy Choices function on the GoBear platform, they can download Easy Apply and 

install it onto their device to generate a credit scorecard. Algorithmic credit scoring therefore 

 
21 FE Credit has also launched ‘$HIELD’, a digital insurance app (Ghose 2019). 
22 https://www.credolab.com/faq, question ‘What types of scorecards can we develop?’ (accessed 20 November 

2020) 

https://www.credolab.com/faq
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gives lenders the ability to customize rating systems to best fit the unique risk characteristics 

of their company, partners, customers, and lending market. 

To sum up, credit scoring firms promote their predictive technology as more accurate, faster, 

cheaper and more customizable than traditional scoring models. However, they do not reject 

credit registries and human discretion. On the contrary, they argue that big data and machine 

learning-based models can complement traditional scoring and human intervention. Their 

suggestion is to integrate both systems to improve prediction and convenience (see CredoLab 

2019; Gillis 2020, 35 note 107). In the end, credit scoring firms pride themselves in being more 

efficient and better equipped than traditional scorers to include millions of un(der)banked 

customers and access an untapped and profitable lending market. However, they do not engage 

in a war against traditional scorers, quite the contrary.  

 

3. The Dangers of Algorithmic Credit Scoring 

Algorithmic credit scoring promises to foster financial inclusion and make customized credit 

products available to the un(der)banked. But can machine learning algorithms and big data live 

up to their promise of distributional fairness? Can they protect individual autonomy and privacy? 

There is no data showing that algorithmic credit scoring fosters financial inclusion and 

consumer lending in Vietnam yet. There is also hardly any evidence showing that Vietnamese 

borrowers are concerned or even aware of the existence of algorithmic credit scoring. However, 

public concerns about the dangers of opacity, unfair discrimination, and the loss of autonomy 

and privacy due to algorithmic governance have been growing increasingly in the West. The 

only common concern shared across the world is cybersecurity. This chapter will map the 

dangers of algorithmic credit scoring and examine their relevance for Vietnam and Asia more 

generally. 

3.1 Biases and Discrimination: seeing through the thickness of ‘black box’ algorithms 

There are conflicting public perceptions of big data and AI. A common assumption is that the 

technology is truthful, objective and neutral. This positive view gives AI authority over humans 

to take on heavy responsibilities and make vital decisions. On the other hand, the general public 

increasingly worry that algorithmic governance and decision-making may be biased and 

discriminate against historically vulnerable or protected groups. These groups include the poor, 

women and racial, ethnic, religious and sexual minorities (Noble 2018). The hidden nature of 

machine learning algorithms exacerbates these anxieties. Algorithms are popularly described 
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as ‘black boxes’ because they run autonomously, especially unsupervised learning. The reason 

is because they operate sometimes without disclosing, not even to their programmers, how they 

calculate, the datasets or combinations of datasets used, which combinations of datasets are 

significant to predict outcomes, and how they achieve specific outcomes. For creditworthiness 

assessment, borrowers do not understand how algorithms make predictions based on alternative 

data from call and SMS logs, network size of Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn friends, and 

handphone device owned. A widespread fear is that ‘opaque’ algorithms will standardize past 

prejudices and biases into discriminatory rules that will negatively affect loan applicants. 

However, they ignore that the danger of discrimination lies not in algorithms but humans who 

classify and rank other humans, and design, program, and train algorithms to perform certain 

operations and reach determined outcomes.  

 

Humans have a tendency to categorize themselves permanently. They measure behavior 

quantitatively with metrics, classify individuals in categories that carry rewards and sanctions, 

and segregate societies. The problem with measurement, classification and segregation is that 

humans may not realize, admit, or even be aware of their motives for discriminating 

themselves. As Jon Kleinberg, Jens Ludwig, Sendhil Mullainathan and Cass Sunstein (2018, 

125) put it, “human cognition is the ultimate ‘black box,’ even to ourselves”. Individuals may 

be aware of their actions’ inputs and outputs but lack conscious access to the true motives and 

processes that drive their behavior (Card 2017). Credit scoring systems are tools for classifying, 

ranking, and discriminating borrowers. In the US, the law conceptualizes credit discrimination 

as ‘disparate impact’ and ‘disparate treatment’. These two notions permeate anti-discrimination 

law, in particular the Constitution’s Equal Protection Clause, civil rights laws, and the Equal 

Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) that prohibits credit discrimination based on protected 

characteristics (Kleinberg et al. 2018, 121; see also Gillis 2020). The article §1691 of ECOA 

prohibits credit discrimination “(1) on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex or 

marital status, or age (provided the applicant has the capacity to contract); (2) because all or 

part of the applicant's income derives from any public assistance program; or (3) because the 

applicant has in good faith exercised any right under this chapter”23. 

 

 
23 https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCODE-2011-title15/html/USCODE-2011-title15-chap41-

subchapIV.htm (accessed 20 November 2020) 

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCODE-2011-title15/html/USCODE-2011-title15-chap41-subchapIV.htm
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCODE-2011-title15/html/USCODE-2011-title15-chap41-subchapIV.htm
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Disparate treatment refers to deliberate discrimination. An example would be a policy that 

purposely denies credit access to African-Americans or women, or that uses race and gender 

to discriminatory characteristics. Disparate impact refers to seemingly neutral and fair rules, 

practices and requirements that lead to unapproved discrimination against vulnerable and/or 

protected groups. A lender who only offers $100,000 mortgages to well-off families excludes 

families with lower income and home values. If these families belong to a protected group, the 

credit policy in question generates disparate impact. It will be considered unlawful unless the 

lender provides a legitimate business justification24. Disparate treatment and disparate impact 

can lead to redlining. A lender refusing to grant credit to certain communities or residents living 

in specific areas based on characteristics like race, origin, gender, and so forth is a case of 

redlining. Nowadays, overt redlining is unusual and well-hidden, especially in countries like 

the US, where it is explicitly repressed. However, disparate treatment and disparate impact can 

still be observed through pricing. In this case, lenders propose overpriced, unfavorable and 

personalized subprime loans to borrowers, especially no-file and thin-file applicants, to 

minimize risk and maximize profit from interest rates and fees. These borrowers do not lack 

access to credit but lack access to prime and favorable loans (Havard 2010, 244–45). In short, 

humans are the first source of bias. Their classificatory systems based on risk assessment and 

credit policies may inadvertently or deliberately lead to discrimination against vulnerable 

and/or protection borrowers. 

 

How are human biases incorporated into machine leaning algorithms? This question requires 

some basic knowledge of algorithms. What we commonly refer to as an ‘algorithm’ is actually 

made up of two parts. The first is a ‘screener’ that “takes the characteristics of an individual (a 

job applicant, potential borrower, criminal defendant, etc.) and reports back a prediction of that 

person’s outcome” that “feeds into a decision (hiring, loan, jail, etc.)”. The second is a ‘trainer’ 

that “produces the screening algorithm” and decides “which past cases to assemble to use in 

predicting outcomes for some set of current cases, which outcome to predict, and what 

candidate predictors to consider” (Kleinberg et al. 2018, 132). In creditworthiness assessment, 

the trainer processes training data to establish which inputs to use and their weights to optimize 

the output and generate the screener. In turn, the screener uses inputs and combines them in 

ways determined by the trainer to produce the most accurate risk evaluation. Disparate 

 
24https://www.occ.treas.gov/topics/consumers-and-communities/consumer-protection/fair-lending/index-fair-

lending.html (accessed 20 November 2020)   

https://www.occ.treas.gov/topics/consumers-and-communities/consumer-protection/fair-lending/index-fair-lending.html
https://www.occ.treas.gov/topics/consumers-and-communities/consumer-protection/fair-lending/index-fair-lending.html
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treatment will arise if the screener includes variables like race and gender that are statistically 

informative to predict the outcome. Disparate impact will occur if the screener includes non-

problematic proxies that will become problematic if they disadvantage vulnerable or protected 

groups excessively (Kleinberg et al. 2018, 139). It is important to underline that an algorithm 

that has been trained to exclude forbidden characteristics such as race, gender or ethnic origin 

may include them in the assessment by considering correlated proxies such as zip code, income, 

and school attendance. This detail has legal implications as we shall see in the next chapter. 

 

Unfair outcomes may come from input, training, programming, and outcome bias. Kevin 

Petrasic and colleagues define the first three main sources of biases as follows: “Input bias 

could occur when the source data itself is biased because it lacks certain types of information, 

is not representative or reflects historical biases. Training bias could appear in either the 

categorization of the baseline data or the assessment of whether the output matches the desired 

result. Programming bias could occur in the original design or when a machine learning 

algorithm is allowed to learn and modify itself through successive contacts with human users, 

the assimilation of existing data, or the introduction of new data” (Petrasic et al. 2017, 2). An 

outcome bias “describes the phenomenon by which evaluators tend to take information about 

the outcome into account when evaluating the quality of a decision itself” (König-Kersting et 

al. 2020, 1). This approach is problematic because “First, the evaluator has available a different 

information set than the decision maker, who typically faces uncertainty at the time of her 

decision. Second, a good outcome might derive from a bad decision, and a bad outcome might 

derive from a good decision” (ibid.). Unfair discrimination may also arise when algorithms 

consider factors stemming from past discrimination, which becomes a liability if it can be 

connected to disparate treatment or disparate impact (Kleinberg et al. 2018, 139). Lastly, an 

algorithm might also produce an unexpected imbalance that people may find unacceptable, 

such as gender disparity. It will then require assessment, even if the disparity does not concern 

the law (ibid.).  

 

In brief, the popular perception of algorithms as ‘black boxes’ originates from the public’s 

inability to scrutinize calculations. It is true that reading an algorithm’s code does not tell one 

what they do, nor does it indicate discrimination, especially disparate impact and disparate 

treatment. Contrary to beliefs, algorithms are more like ‘glass boxes’ that allow observers to 

look inside and inspect what each component does (Card 2017). Most importantly, they allow 

one to scrutinize inputs and test outputs (Kleinberg et al. 2018, 114). Algorithms are thus 
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predictable because humans design them and determine the outcome, the set of input variables 

and the training procedure that will allow the screener to “select the subset of input variables 

that optimize the resulting estimate of the outcome measure” (Kleinberg et al. 2018, 143). If 

the outcome is unfair discrimination, humans and their choices, actions and decisions are to 

blame, not algorithms. This argument applies to traditional scoring systems where humans, in 

particular loan officers, assess borrowers’ creditworthiness using economic data and personal 

and moral evaluations. In the end, finance and societies must deal with biases ingrained in both 

human and automated credit scoring systems and decision-making processes. 

 

3.2 Credit Scoring in Everyday Life: Nudging Behavior and Limiting Autonomy  

Algorithmic credit scoring raises significant public concern about consumer autonomy and 

privacy. Autonomy refers to consumers’ ability to make choices and decisions free from 

outside influence. The use of algorithmic credit scoring by consumer markets and states to 

monitor and influence human behavior is a double-edged sword. It can have a positive impact 

as shown in the previous chapter. However, it can also have detrimental effects on people’s 

lives, choices, and agency. The struggle for behavior control is an uneven battle as scorers and 

lenders have diverse and powerful tools to impose it on borrowers, whereas borrowers have 

limited means to resist it. 

 

In the development field, behavior change is the bedrock for digital financial inclusion. Credit 

scoring firms and lenders leverage on big data to discipline borrowers’ behavior through 

rewards and sanctions, especially no-file and thin-file loan applicants. In ‘Mind, Society, and 

Behavior’, the World Bank (2015) develops a behavioral approach to poverty. It assumes that 

gaining a deep understanding of human behavior is key to fostering development. Poverty “is 

not only a deficit in material resources but also a context in which decisions are made. It can 

impose a cognitive burden on individuals that makes it especially difficult for them to think 

deliberatively” (World Bank 2015, 13). Poverty is therefore a “cognitive tax” that makes the 

poor react automatically – rather than purposefully – to economic stimuli, which leads to error 

and failure. In particular, “high consumer debt often results from a form of thinking 

automatically, in which individuals attach much more weight to current consumption through 

borrowing than to the loss of consumption that will occur when they have to pay back a loan 

in the future” (World Bank 2015, 14–15). This suboptimal behavior renders borrowers 

unpredictable and risky for lenders. Ultimately, it generates market instability and poverty. The 

World Bank’s solution to this issue is not to change structural conditions like poverty and 
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inequality that impair human behavior but to correct the poor’s behavior through surveillance, 

behavior nudging, and financial education. Overall, the poor are blamed for their failure and 

made responsible for improving their situation through “highly cost-effective behavioral 

interventions” (World Bank 2015, 13; for a critique of this paradigm, see Berndt and Boeckler 

2016; Gabor and Brooks 2017; Mader 2016). Algorithmic credit scoring facilitates these 

interventions. It helps financial markets determine borrowers’ inclination for financial services, 

monitor and shape their (repayment) behavior through pricing, redlining and personalization, 

and collect up-to-date data about risk that lenders can use to improve risk management. 

 

Consumer lending markets use credit pricing and customization to discipline behavior as well. 

Loan prices and conditions result from the sorting and slotting of people in “market categories” 

based on their economic performance (Fourcade and Healy 2013, 561). In the US, these market 

categories are linked to credit scores that “quantify individual performance, determining which 

services can be obtained, in terms of type (home equity, credit card, or payday loans), volume 

(how much credit is extended), and price (the interest rate, required origination or balloon 

payments, and other fees)” (Fourcade and Healy 2013, 566). Credit scores are “moving targets” 

that continuously change based on borrowers’ endeavors (Fourcade and Healy 2013, 568). 

They offer incentives for compliance (wider range of loans available, higher principals, lower 

prices, rates, and fees) and sanctions for failure (a small range of loans, lower principals, higher 

prices, rates, and fees). Consumers must therefore continuously manage their credit identity to 

be rewarded prime loans, and most crucially, to enhance their “life chances” (Fourcade and 

Healy 2013). The reason is that credit scores have become metrics to measure not only 

creditworthiness but also trustworthiness. In the US, a favorable credit score is a requirement 

to purchase a home, a car, a cell phone on contract with no security deposit, seek higher 

education, start a new business, and secure a job with a good employer. Conversely, bad scores 

hamper one’s ‘life chances’. In short, credit scores make and undo fates. However, scored 

individuals are often unable to determine what optimal behavior they should observe to 

improve their ‘life chances’. In traditional credit scoring, the likelihood of repayment is based 

on assessing income and timely loan repayments from the past. This link between past and 

future behavior makes it easy for borrowers whose loan application is rejected to review their 

credit records and improve their behavior and future chances of approval. Furthermore, scorers 

and lenders can advise borrowers on how to improve their credit records and behavior. 

However, this transparency is missing in algorithmic credit scoring. Scorers and lenders are 

often unable to explain the motive of rejection and what data has proven significant in a 
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particular decision. As a result, an advice industry is growing in the US to help people adjust 

their behavior and improve their score and ‘life chances’ (see, i.e., Warren 2017; Weston 2007). 

 

In Vietnam, algorithmic credit scoring is at its early stage of deployment. Banks and consumer 

lending companies increasingly use it to assess creditworthiness and make traditional and 

digital credit widely accessible to banked and un(der)banked borrowers (Lainez 2021). They 

also take the initiative to educate borrowers on credit scoring and advice on how to adjust their 

behavior to improve their scores and chances of obtaining loans (see FE Credit 2016; Tran 

2019). The media pays limited attention to algorithmic credit scoring. A particular Vietnamese 

article is worth mentioning. In ‘Credit Score: An important factor in the life of international 

students in the US’ (my translation), the journalist orients the behavior of Vietnamese students 

who seek to study in the US and borrow money to fund their studies and consumption (Duong 

2018). He shares “the reasons why you should accumulate credit points and how to learn how 

to build credit effectively and safely while living in the US”. It also describes the factors 

affecting credit scoring and how to build it by “using your credit card responsibly” and 

“regularly moving money into your savings account [which] shows you take your finances 

seriously and are figuring out for the long-term future.” Even if it is too early to observe 

behavior change among consumers due to credit scoring, these materials reveal the gradual 

emergence of algorithmic credit scoring and its normative power for guiding behavior. 

3.3 Social Credit and Mass Surveillance 

AI further threatens individual autonomy and privacy when governments co-opt big data to set 

panoptic mass surveillance systems designed to monitor and discipline human behavior. An 

example is the social credit system currently tested in China. This system uses traditional 

(public records) and non-traditional data to classify individuals, companies, social 

organizations, and institutions in red and black lists that carry rewards and sanctions 

respectively. The concept of ‘social credit’ (xinyong) blends creditworthiness and 

trustworthiness (Zhang 2020). The system’s goal is to improve governance and market stability 

and foster a culture of trust as a bulwark against deviance, especially fraud, corruption, 

counterfeit, tax evasion and crime (Wong and Dobson 2019, 220). At this early stage of 

development, a few dozen local governments implemented the program with eight IT 

companies, including Tencent, Baidu, and Alibaba’s Ant Financial. Local governments collect 

traditional data from the Public Security Ministry, the Taxation Office and legal financial 

institutes, whereas IT firms collect big data from their users, often through loyalty programs. 
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Their shared goal is to develop algorithms and procedures that can be centralized and applied 

nationally in a near future (Wong and Dobson 2019, 222).  

 

Alibaba’s Ant Financial runs a program that has generated considerable attention and 

controversy in the West: Sesame Credit (Zhima Credit in China). It leverages the vast database 

of Alipay, a payment app with over a billion users. It collects data through its built-in features 

to rank voluntary users based on “credit history; behavior and preference; fulfillment capacity; 

identity characteristics; and social relationships” (Chong 2019, 5). It rewards ‘trustworthy’ 

users who act ‘responsibly’ with high scores and privileges such as a fast-track security lane at 

Beijing Airport, fee waivers for car rental and hotel bookings, and higher limits for Huabei, 

Alipay’s virtual credit card. Low-score users may encounter difficulties in lending, renting, 

finding jobs, and so forth (Chong 2019, 6). While social credit scoring systems such as Sesame 

Credit induce deep anxiety about data mass surveillance in the West, Chinese citizens perceive 

it as an innocuous, trustworthy, and secure payment app that helps produce personal and social 

good (Chong 2019, 14). As for firms, those red-listed with good regulatory compliance history 

enjoy rewards such as “lower taxes, fast-tracked bureaucratic procedures, preferential 

consideration during government procurement bidding, and other perks” and those black-listed 

endure sanctions that include “punishments and restrictions by all state agencies”) (Trivium 

China 2019, 3). It should be noted that a few of the local governments that are testing the social 

credit system are skeptical about its capacity to develop a prosperous, trustworthy and 

harmonious society, as claimed by the central government. Some of these governments even 

contest its legality and show resistance in its application (Zhang 2020, 18). 

 

Could Vietnam follow the Chinese social credit system? Administrative, cultural and political 

structures, policies and practices could lay the foundation. In China, the social credit system 

aligns with the state’s long tradition of monitoring people and guiding their behavior. It is also 

inspired by an old ‘public record’ system (dang’an) that contains “diplomas and degrees, 

academic transcripts, professional qualifications, work appraisals, political affiliations and 

major political activities, any awards and disciplinary sanctions received, and his or her history 

of employment, promotions, transfers, dismissals and retirement” (Chen and Cheung 2017, 

375). Vietnam has its own dang’an system called ‘personal resume’ (sơ yếu lý lịch lý lịch). 
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Local authorities collect these data where citizens have their household registration (hồ khẩu)25. 

The pending digitalisation of the household registration system, of which the ‘personal resume’ 

system depends on, will make it much easier for the government to collect personal data. It 

may also give rise to the possibility of the government exercising some form of social credit, 

should they decide to replicate the Chinese social credit system. Like China, Vietnam has an 

authoritarian regime that restricts basic freedoms such as speech and protest, imprisons 

dissidents, and exerts strict control over the media. It also subsidizes and collaborates with state 

corporations such as FPT (Corporation for Financing and Promoting Technology), including 

FTP-AI, to develop AI and embrace the fourth industrial revolution (see next chapter). The 

Vietnamese government has already been leveraging on AI to develop monitoring systems such 

as facial recognition to track citizens and human activity. In the near future, it could also co-

opt credit scoring technology from FPT-AI and private startups to run an experimental social 

credit system. At this stage, however, the government has not shown any interest in taking this 

path. It gains legitimacy by ensuring economic growth and political stability and supporting 

public companies. Replicating a look-alike Chinese social credit system to further control and 

suppress political freedom could tarnish Vietnam’s international image. This risk, in turn, could 

affect investment, growth, and political stability. Regardless, we should keep a watchful eye as 

the government could reverse its decision in. a near future. 

 

To sum up, concerns about the loss of autonomy, behavior control, and mass surveillance are 

well-founded. However, these concerns emerge from the Western world, where AI is more 

advanced and embedded in people’s lives. In Southeast Asia, credit scoring startups refrain 

from addressing these thorny matters. In an article published in Bankingtech, Peter Barcak 

describes two key principles CredoLab applies to protect privacy. The first is to refrain from 

asking blanket permissions to access different parts of a user’s phone (calendar, contacts, SMS, 

storage, etc.), a common procedure that grants data collectors open access to data owners’ 

digital footprint and lives. The second is data anonymization from extraction to evaluation to 

ensure data integrity. (Barcak 2019). This response on consumer autonomy is unsatisfactory. 

It ignores that users can give consent agreement without being fully cooperative or informed 

about the privacy agreement and the implications of big data collection and machine learning 

 
25 Personal data includes – address, ethnicity, religion, family composition after the land reform, current position 

of the family, educational level, language proficiency, data and place of admission to the Vietnam communist 

party, occupation and qualification, salary level, family background, social activity participation, education and 

school attended, and rewards received (see Lan 2020).  
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analytics (Aggarwal 2020)26. It also overlooks pressing debates about the power of big data 

and AI with regards to monitoring the population and the ability it provides to make and undo 

fates. By supporting pervasive data collection that gives lenders the power to know more about 

borrowers than borrowers might know about themselves, borrowers inflict subjective harm to 

themselves and give up much autonomy and privacy to fintech firm, (credit) markets and states. 

 

3.4 Cybersecurity: A Growing Threat  

Another concern about big data is shared worldwide: cybersecurity. This term refers to the 

fraudulent use of data for profit, in particular, identity theft or new account fraud, synthetic 

identity fraud, and account takeover to make fraudulent purchases and claims. Fraudsters 

leverage on networks, big data and the dark web, and replicate good customer behavior to game 

the system. The number of cyberattacks have been growing steadily with the expansion of 

digital banking, transactions, networks, and devices in circulation, and the decrease in face-to-

face contact between customers and financial providers. A survey conducted by KPMG’s 

Global Banking in 2018 across 43 retail banks worldwide found that over half of respondents 

experienced an increase in fraud value and volume. Unfortunately, they recovered less than a 

quarter of their losses (KPMG 2019, 5).  

 

Vietnam is a good case in point as new wealth breeds cybercrime. With rapid economic and 

digital growth and a growing and impressive number of internet (66 percent out of 98 million 

inhabitants) and social media users (60 percent), Vietnam has been described as an “El Dorado 

for cyber-offenders” (Tech Collective 2019). Cyberattacks and data breaches are widespread. 

In 2019, the Government Information Security Commission reported 332,029 access attacks 

(using improper means to access a user’s account or network) and 21,141 authentication attacks 

(using fake credentials to gain access to resources from a user) (Vietnam Security Summit 

2020). Due to the absence of survey data on cybercrime, the only figures available are from 

law enforcement agencies which comprise of only reported prosecutions and publicized cases. 

In a country where cybercrime remains largely underreported, these cases form just the tip of 

the iceberg (Luong et al. 2019, 294). The Global Security Index compiled by the U.N. 

International Telecommunication Union ranked Vietnam 101st out of 195 countries in 2017. 

 
26 For Nikita Aggarwal (2020, 16), “this is in part due to the ambiguity of standard-form online contracts (privacy 

policies and terms of service) that notoriously include vague, catch-all clauses enabling service providers to 

collect, store and re-use customer data for related purposes”. Jathan Sadowski (2019) describes common forms of 

data collection and accumulation as ‘data extraction’ based on little regard for consent and compensation. 
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This is far behind its ASEAN peers; Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore were ranked in the top 

20 (VnExpress 2017). In 2018, Vietnam made progress in the fight against cybercrime and rose 

in ranks to the 50th position. However, Vietnam still falls short behind Singapore, Malaysia, 

Thailand, and Indonesia (VnExpress 2019).  

 

The media regularly report data breaches. In 2019, the Maritime Commercial Joint Stock Bank 

(MSB) suffered a personal data leak. A list comprising of two million account holders’ names, 

ID, phone numbers, addresses, birthdates, gender, emails, and occupations was posted on a 

website that traded stolen data. It is unclear if the data was leaked by an employee from the 

bank or a hacker who attacked the bank’s database (Bao 2019). In 2018, the police dismantled 

a syndicate of 12 cybercriminals that broke into the server of an unspecified bank and accessed 

the accounts of customers who had not subscribed to online banking services. After 

fraudulently subscribing to these online banking services, they impersonated bank officers and 

called customers to ask for a one-time password (OTP) to disburse a ‘loan’. They used OTPs 

to log into the accounts of 560 customers and stole VND43 billion (US$1.8 million) (VNS 

2018). In 2016, a massive cybersecurity breach made the news headlines. An alleged group of 

Chinese hackers stole personal data from 410,000 VIP member accounts of Vietnam Airlines’ 

Lotusmiles fidelity program. They published their names, birthdays and addresses online. 

Concerned that the account holders’ credit card details were also stolen and used to make online 

purchases, two Vietnamese banks, Techcombank and VietinBank, disabled their online 

payment feature as a cautionary measure to reassure clients. In addition to stealing personal 

data, the hackers compromised the flight information display and loudspeaker system in Ho 

Chi Minh City and Hanoi’s airports to diffuse offensive messages about Vietnam in relation to 

the South China Sea dispute (Tuoi Tre News 2016).  

 

Credit scoring firms take cybercrime seriously and heavily market their anti-fraud tools. 

CredoLab and TrustingSocial proposed face retrieval and customer identification solutions 

aimed at deterring fraudsters that impersonate customers by using masks and digital images. 

They digitalize KYC procedures to increase security and reduce costs, time, resources and 

bureaucracy when verifying customer’s identity. According to Geoffrey See, Head of Identity 

at TrustingSocial, AI models trained with specific groups perform badly with different groups. 

To overcome this hurdle, TrustingSocial trains AI models with Vietnamese faces to deploy 

them in Vietnam and with Indian faces to deploy them in India (Huynh 2017). Furthermore, 

credit scoring firms encrypt data from end to end when they share it with lenders and do not 
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store them within their servers. CredoApply, CredoLab’s one-stop-shop onboarding solution 

gleans their metadata from their mobile phone that are instantly sent to the lender through a 

safe API channel. CredoLab does not store these data in their servers or share them with third 

parties27. By applying these safety measures, credit scoring firms seek to reassure corporate 

customers and society of their secure services. However, they are still generating cyber risks 

by collecting, commodifying, and sharing big data with lenders and third parties. Their actions 

may therefore have unintended and far-reaching consequences for society, as shown by the 

persistent growth of cybercrime figures in Vietnam and elsewhere. 

 

4. Regulating a Legal Blind Spot 

Big data and AI make big promises but pose significant challenges as well. To rectify these 

challenges, oversight, safeguards and regulations are required. However, in its current state, 

Vietnamese law is ill-equipped to regulate big data and AI, including algorithmic credit 

scoring. This chapter addresses this challenge by proposing regulatory measures that could 

amend existing credit and personal information protection regulations. These measures 

encompass three areas: creditworthiness assessment, data collection and use, and privacy. In 

addition, developing a set of ethical guidelines for responsible, transparent, and safe AI use is 

also highly recommended. These ethical principles could lead to an AI governance framework 

in line with that of Singapore. 

4.1 Amending Creditworthiness Requirements in Credit Law 

Algorithmic credit scoring predicts borrowers’ creditworthiness using big data and AI. As 

shown in the previous chapter, this technology raises new challenges that regulators should 

address, starting with the concept of creditworthiness in credit law. In Vietnam, credit law is 

scattered across several legal instruments. The 2010 Law on Credit Institutions is the general 

framework, but it only addresses creditworthiness tangentially. Other rules can be found in 

circular 39/2016/TT on lending transactions of credit institutions and/or foreign banks, circular 

43/2016/TT on stipulating consumer lending by financial companies, and circular 02/2013/TT 

on conditions of debt restructuring. 

Creditworthiness assessment is regulated in the following manner. Circular 39/2016/TT 

requires credit institutions to request customers for documents that prove their financial 

 
27 https://www.credolab.com/faq, ‘What type of data does CredoApply collect?’ (accessed 20 November 2020) 

https://www.credolab.com/faq
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capability to repay their debt before granting or extending credit and establishing the limit, 

interest rate and terms of a loan (art 7, 9, 12, 13, 17, 31). ‘Financial capability’ is understood 

as the “capacity with respect to capital, asset or financial resources” (art 2). If a credit institution 

rejects a loan application, the customer must be informed of the reasons why (art 17). Credit 

institutions must also request customers to report the loans’ intended use and prove that loans 

are used legally and adequately (art 7). For this purpose, they may inspect and supervise 

consumers’ use of the loan (art 94 of the 2010 Law on Credit Institutions, art 10 of the circular 

43/2016/TT). The Circular 02/2013/TT regulates the collection of personal data for generating 

internal risk rating systems used to rate customers and classify loans based on risk. It specifies 

that customers’ risk assessment rests on financial qualitative and quantitative data, business 

and administration situation, prestige, and data provided by the CIC. Credit institutions must 

update internal risk ratings and submit them regularly to the State Bank of Vietnam in-charge 

of CIC to expand and keep the CIC database up-to-date. In brief, the law requires creditors and 

regulators to continually assess and categorize debtors and loans in risk categories. 

These regulations on creditworthiness assessment were designed before the current growth of 

credit markets and the deployment of big data and AI in Vietnam. As a result, they contain 

gaps and inadequacies. First, lenders are required to assess borrowers’ creditworthiness using 

traditional, financial and (non)credit data (“qualitative and quantitative, business and 

administration situation”), which they collect from borrowers and the CIC. This framework is 

inadequate to regulate the collection and processing of alternative data by credit scoring firms. 

As shown, alternative data raise new challenges because of its nature. Examples of issues 

include its collection, use, transfer and storage. Data property rights of the scorers, lenders and 

third parties are unclear while the relevance of the data and accuracy and fairness in human 

and automated credit decisions are also called into question. By leaving these issues 

unregulated, the legislator puts the lending industry and borrowers at risk.  

Second, credit law does not ban discrimination and especially disparate treatment and disparate 

impact against vulnerable borrowers through sensitive characteristics like race, religion, 

national origin, sex, marital status, and so forth. Vietnam does not have any specific law about 

discrimination in general and credit discrimination in particular. The term appears in the article 

16 of the Constitution, which stipulates that “All citizens are equal before the law. No one shall 

be discriminated against based on his or her political, civic, economic, cultural or social life”. 

Discrimination is also evoked in the Law on Gender Equality that is mostly used in labor issues. 

The article 12 on “Gender equality in the field of economy” stipulates that “man and woman 
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are equal in setting up a business, carrying out business and production activities, managing 

business and are equal in accessing information, capital, markets and labour sources”. The lack 

of regulation on credit discrimination results from the fact that consumer finance has only 

recently taken off in Vietnam. Credit discrimination might have not existed or been prevalent 

widely enough yet to instigate new regulation. However, big data and AI are a game changer: 

if credit scoring firms collect big data comprising sensitive characteristics and utilize them to 

predict risk, they may (in)advertently (re)produce unfair discrimination.  

Third, credit regulation requires credit institutions to provide borrowers with a reason for 

rejecting loan applications. However, the law does not grant borrowers the right to correct 

credit data, appeal against human or automated decisions, request for explanations on how 

decisions are made, and receive suggestions on how to improve their credit record and scores 

to avoid future rejections. Overall, legal provisions on creditworthiness assessment leave 

lenders unaccountable for their decisions and adds an extra layer of opacity to credit scoring 

and decision-making, thereby putting borrowers at disadvantage. 

How should credit regulation be amended to enhance customers’ rights and protection with the 

onset of the digital credit revolution in Vietnam? Discussions and insights about credit law in 

the US can be useful for reference (Danielle and Pasquale 2014; Gillis 2020; Hurley and 

Adebayo 2017). In the US, two laws regulate consumers’ risk assessment: the 1970 Fair Credit 

Reporting Act (FCRA) and 1974 Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA). The FCRA is a 

federal law that governs the collection and report of credit data about consumers. It aims at 

preserving fairness in credit scoring and reporting, making sure that credit decisions are 

accurate and relevant. It also seeks to protect consumers’ privacy by limiting how data is 

collected, disclosed, kept, and shared. Furthermore, the FCRA grants consumers the right to 

access, review and edit data on their credit scores, and understand how lenders use their data 

for making financial decisions. However, the FCRA has several limitations when it comes to 

big data. First, it does not restrict the types of data that scorers and lenders can collect and use 

for scoring purposes. Second, the FCRA does not require credit bureaus to disclose their 

processing techniques for inspection to protect trade secrets. Third, the FCRA grants 

consumers the right to access credit data to check accuracy and dispute decisions. However, 

this right may be impossible to exercise effectively with big data, as machine learning 

algorithms process thousands of variables that cannot be disaggregated and, in some cases, 

identified. All-in-all, consumers are powerless against a law that throws them the burden of 

locating unfairness and having to challenge lenders’ credit decisions in court. The ECOA is the 
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second law that regulates creditworthiness assessment. It prohibits discrimination against loan 

applicants based on proxies such as race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, 

age, and dependence on public aid. However, borrowers must again prove disparate treatment, 

a daunting task due to trade secrecy clauses and the opacity of machine learning algorithms28. 

In addition, lenders are free to inflict discrimination for business necessity, in which case the 

burden of proof shifts back to the discriminated. In short, the FCRA and ECOA give limited 

protection and recourse to borrowers, while it protects scorers and lenders’ business interest. 

How do legal scholars overcome FCRA and ECOA’s limitations? Mikella Hurley and Julius 

Adebayo (2017, 196–200) drafted a model bill – the Fairness and Transparency in Credit 

Scoring Act (FaTCSA) – that aims to enhance transparency, accountability and accuracy, and 

limit biases and discrimination29. It proposes that the regulator grant borrowers the right to 

inspect, correct and dispute sources of data collected for scoring purposes, the datapoints and 

nature of the data collected, and credit scores that inform loan decisions. Consumers would 

acquire the rights to oversee the entire process, be provided with clear explanations on how the 

scoring process operates and motives for rejections, appeal rejections, and revise their credit 

data to improve their record. The goal is to make all credit data, machine learning technology, 

calculation and decision-making processes open, accessible and inspectable by the public, 

regulators including the Federal Trade Commission, and third parties through audits and grant 

licensing. Mikella Hurley and Julius Adebayo (2017, 199) also suggested shifting the burden 

of proof to scorers to make sure that they do not use predictive models and datasets that 

discriminate vulnerable groups. To prevent discrimination based on sensitive variables or 

characteristics, they could adhere to ‘industry best practices’. Understandably, this proposal 

may come under fire from industry players as they may object that transparency requirements 

could provide borrowers with critical knowledge to ‘game’ credit scoring models. Moreover, 

the disclosure of trade secrets could hamper innovation and competition in the industry. 

According to Mikella Hurley and Julius Adebayo (2017) and Danielle Citron and Franck 

Pasquale (2014), these risks are overridden by the urgent need for transparency, accountability 

and limitation of bias and discrimination in a world where AI is increasingly used to classify, 

 
28 The burden of proof is high for plaintiffs. According to Hurley and Adebayo (2017, 194) “Historically, in order 

to make a prima facie case of disparate impact, plaintiffs were required to show three things: 1) a specifically 

identifiable practice or policy; 2) a statistically significant disparity in treatment between a protected group and 

other groups; and, 3) a causal link between the disparity and the practice or policy. It has never been sufficient for 

a plaintiff to simply show an imbalance between a protected group and a non-protected group, no matter how 

stark.” 
29 The principles resonate with the framework proposed by Danielle Citron and Franck Pasquale (2014). 
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rank, and govern societies. As argued by Nikita Aggarwal (2020), the goal for industry players 

from the fintech and finance sectors, the regulator, and society should be to negotiate for 

normative trade-offs between efficiency and fairness, innovation and public interest. 

This proposal is relevant to Vietnam, where credit law overlooks transparency and 

discrimination. The regulator could issue a decree to enshrine the principles described above, 

updating the 2010 Law on Credit Institutions and circulars 39/2016/TT, 43/2016/TT and 

02/2013/TT. The decree could limit the type of data collected, how it will be used, 

circumstances in which it can be transferred, stored and sold, and whether it should be shared 

with the CIC. The decree could also ensure that consumers are given the possibility to oversee 

the entire scoring process and have the right to explanation in the case of rejection, appeal 

against rejection, and correct incorrect credit data to improve their chances of approval in the 

future. It could also detail safeguards and procedures on how to open the scoring system for 

inspection by a public regulatory body – for instance the State Bank of Vietnam – and audits 

by private and external actors. The decree could also address the fundamental issue of bias and 

discrimination, in particular the risk of disparate impact and disparate treatment against 

vulnerable groups. Such groups include the urban and rural poor and ethnic and religious 

minorities that have been excluded from credit markets since the launch of macro-economic 

reforms in the early 1990s. The decree could ban the use of sensitive characteristics such as 

race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, age, and dependence on public aid, and 

other proxies absent from ECOA but could be relevant to Vietnam30. The regulator could 

design this decree and negotiate optimal normative trade-offs between efficiency and fairness 

with industry players and civil society organizations. 

 
30 Adding to the fundamental notion of discrimination in credit law is relevant as traditional and credit markets 

are rapidly expanding in Vietnam. Today, new credit markets target working and middle-class borrowers in urban 

centres, especially Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi. Consumer lending remains rather inaccessible in rural areas, 

where some 60 million inhabitants live, comprising of the majority of the Vietnamese population. However, 

adopting an input-centred approach that would prohibit algorithmic credit scoring models from using sensitive 

characteristics like class, gender and ethnicity, as suggested by several legal scholars, is technically challenging 

if not impossible (Gillis 2020; Kleinberg et al. 2018). The reason is that algorithms may use correlated proxies 

such as zip code, income, education, phone use patterns, and so forth if they enhance predictive accuracy to assess 

creditworthiness. According to Talia Gillis (2020, 2), the approaches that “exclude protected characteristics and 

their proxies, limit algorithms to pre-approved inputs, or use statistical methods to neutralize the effect of protected 

characteristics […] fail on their own terms, are likely to be unfeasible, and overlook the benefits of accurate 

prediction”. Instead, she proposes to “shift to outcome-focused analysis” as “when it is no longer possible to 

scrutinize inputs, outcome analysis provides a way to evaluate whether a pricing method leads to impermissible 

disparities” (ibid.). However, this shift toward empirical testing of algorithmic outcomes raises legal and technical 

challenges as well (see also Kleinberg et al. 2018) . 
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4.2 Enforcing Transparency and Delimiting Data Collection in Privacy Law 

As we have seen, big data and AI raise public concerns over privacy, transparency, and 

accountability31. These concerns are central to the regulation on personal data protection in 

Vietnam. However, the dispersed laws and decrees complicates the enforcement of privacy 

regulations. The reference legislation on these matters is the Law 86/2015/QH13 on Cyber-

Information Security (CIS). Other relevant regulations can be found in the Law 67/2006/QH11 

on Information Technology (IT), the Law 51/2005/QH11 on E-transactions, the Decree 

52/2013/ND-CP on E-commerce, and the Law 59/2010/QH12 on protection of consumers’ 

rights (Nguyen 2019). For the sake of simplicity, I will mostly be referring to CIS and IT in 

my discussion.  

 

The CIS defines “personal data” as “information associated with the identification of a specific 

person” (art 3.15) and the “processing of personal data” as “the performance of one or some 

operations of collecting, editing, utilizing, storing, providing, sharing or spreading personal 

information in cyberspace for commercial purpose” (art 3.17). The CIS and IT require data 

collecting companies to obtain consent from data owners prior to personal data collection. For 

the CIS, consent requirement includes the “scope and purpose of collection and use of such 

information” (art 17a). According to the IT, companies must “inform those people of the form, 

scope, place and purpose of collecting, processing and using their personal information” (art 

21.2a). However, some exceptions apply. The Decree 52/2013/ND-CP on e-commerce 

stipulates that e-commerce businesses are not required to obtain data owners’ consent when 

data is collected to “sign or perform contract of sale and purchase of goods and services” (art 

70.4b) and “to calculate the price and charge of use of information, products and services on 

the network environment” (art 70.4c). If lenders operate under e-commerce licenses, this article 

could allow for a collection of personal data without data owners’ consent for assessing 

creditworthiness and determining loan pricing. 

 

Personal data protection regulation grants rights to data owners, including the right to “update, 

alter or cancel their personal information collected or stored” by companies and to stop these 

companies from “providing such personal information to a third party” (CIS, art 18.1). It also 

requires data owners to “delete the stored personal information when they have accomplished 

 
31 Since privacy is a relative concept, citizens perceptions of it are unsurprisingly conditioned by what they are 

used to. It raises the question of whether and why Western values should be used as a yardstick to define and 

regulate privacy in other countries and regions. 
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their use purposes or the storage time has expired” (CIS, art 18.3). Art 22 of the CIS stresses 

that data owners have a right to “inspect, correct or cancel such information” (see also art 22 

of the IT). In addition, the CIS (art 18.1) and IT (art 22.1) prohibit companies from “providing, 

sharing or spreading to a third-party personal information they have collected, accessed or 

controlled, unless they obtain the consent of the owners of such personal information or at the 

request of competent state agencies”. The CIS also requires companies to delete the stored 

personal data once it has fulfilled its purpose or the storage time has expired and notify the user 

about this operation (art 18.3). Overall, the law provides data owners a comprehensive set of 

rights and protections against companies that collect personal data. It also promotes 

transparency and accountability, the two guiding principles in the proposed decree for 

amending credit law (see previous section).  

 

However, as comprehensive as the law is, it does not delimit what data companies can collect 

to protect privacy. This gap is problematic with regards to algorithmic credit scoring given the 

severe implications big data and AI have in people’s lives. In her brilliant analysis of 

algorithmic credit scoring norms in the UK, Nikita Aggarwal (2020, 2) calls for “substantive 

restrictions on the processing of (personal) data by credit providers, through legal as well as 

technical measures”. She argues that “consumer credit markets need just the right amount of 

consumer privacy: not too little such that consumer autonomy is threatened, yet not too much 

such that the efficiency and fairness gains due to personal data processing are forsaken” 

(Aggarwal 2020, 17). Her proposal is to ban the collection and “processing of certain types of 

personal data – such as relationship, health and social media data – that are considered intrinsic 

to a consumer’s identity and autonomy” (ibid.). This suggestion raises a challenging question 

considering that privacy is not a universal concept, but one that is historically, socially, and 

politically situated. The question is how to determine what data is intrinsic – and therefore non-

commodifiable – for preserving data owners’ privacy and ‘intrinsic identities’. In a similar 

vein, the World Bank and the Consultative Group to Assist the Poor (CGAR) (2018, 13–14) 

have called for “data minimization” to protect the “vital interests of data subjects” and to limit 

the collection of data to what is strictly necessary for creditworthiness assessment. The task of 

determining what data are relevant for this purpose would fall on the regulator. This proposal 

leads to Aggarwal’s conundrum: how to determine what data can be collected and commodified 

to reach normative trade-offs? Aggarwal and the World Bank leave this thorny question open 

as it requires extensive political, societal and legal negotiation and compromise. 
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This debate is relevant for Vietnam. The government could begin with launching a consultation 

with industry players, international bodies, data protection organizations, and civil society 

organizations to determine what personal data should or should not be collected and 

commodified for credit scoring purposes. The goal would be to find a balance between 

efficiency in risk assessment and credit decision-making while preserving data owners’ 

privacy, intrinsic identities and vital interests. The results of this consultation could be made 

enforceable by issuing a decree that would amend the CIS, IT and other privacy regulations. 

Meanwhile, the authorities should ensure that credit scoring firms and local and international 

lenders operating in Vietnam follow the law on personal data protection to respect privacy. In 

particular, companies should always obtain consent from data owners before collection, grant 

them the right to update, alter or cancel credit data, delete the data once it has been used for 

risk prediction, and inform them when data are transferred to third parties. These principles 

overlap with those described in the proposed decree to amend credit law. 

 

Credit scoring startups remain discreet on how they approach privacy. CredoLab’s Privacy 

Policy provides some guidance. The section ‘What rights do I have over my data?’ describes 

the rights that CredoLab grants to data owners: 

 

• “to ask us about the data we process about you, the purpose and nature of the processing, 

and to provide information on who we share it with.”  

• “to request that we update or delete (assuming that this does not impact the services we 

are providing to you) the data we have collected about you at any time […] Unless you 

request us to delete your data, please note that we may keep your data after you stop 

being a user (but we typically keep your data no longer than is reasonably necessary 

given the purposes for which the data was collected).” 

• “to expect us to protect your data and keep it safe.”  

 

To summarize, data owners must consent to data collection. They also have the right to enquire 

about the data that CredoLab collects about them and request to update or delete them under 

specific circumstances. It appears that this privacy policy falls short if the goal is to give data 

owners the right to update, alter, cancel, and delete their personal data and be informed of 

transfers to third parties. The regulator, industry players and society could bring together their 

goals and policies and negotiate a normative trade-off.  
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4.3 Setting up an AI Ethical Principles Guideline 

Apart from amending credit and personal data protection legislation, the Vietnamese 

government should support the development of ethical principles for responsible AI. AI has 

become a priority for rich and transitional countries that position themselves as the world and 

regional leaders in applying machine learning algorithms to strategic sectors such as health, 

education, finance, transport, and services. To assuage the fears caused by the rapid growth of 

big data and AI, numerous governments and international organizations have set up ad hoc 

committees to draft ethical guidelines. Notable examples include the Council of Europe’s Ad 

Hoc Committee on AI, the OECD Expert Group on AI in Society, and the Singapore Advisory 

Council on the Ethical Use of AI and Data. These committees gather key actors from the public 

and private sectors. In Singapore, the Advisory Council on the Ethical Use of AI and Data 

brings together representatives from the government, leading technology firms such as Google, 

Microsoft and Alibaba, local firms using AI, and social and consumer interests advocates 

(Monetary Authority of Singapore 2018). The private sector develops ethical guidelines as well, 

especially leading technology firms (Google, Microsoft, IBM, etc.), professional associations 

(Institute of Electric and Electronical Engineers, etc.), universities and research centers 

(Montreal University, Future of Humanity Institute, etc.) and NGOs (The Public Voice, 

Amnesty International, etc.). A recent review of the global landscape of AI ethical guidelines 

published in Nature Machine Intelligence identified 84 documents published worldwide in the 

past five years (Jobin, Ienca, and Vayena 2019). Although these ethical principles are not 

legally binding regulations, they carry advantages as they steer the private sector into behaving 

in the desired way and become regulation in the future. 

It is in the best interests of Vietnam to develop an AI ethical guideline, or at least, a set of best 

practices’ standards for responsible AI. The country has recently embraced the ‘fourth 

industrial revolution’, an expression that refers to the fusing of the physical, digital and 

biological worlds by incorporating new technologies such as AI, the Internet of things, and 

robotics. In 2019, the Vietnamese government signed Resolution 52-NQ/TW to kickstart the 

Industry 4.0 race. This document issues guidelines to invest in science and technology and 

develop the digital economy, promote rapid and sustainable development, foster innovation, 

ensure national defense and security, and protect the environment (Vietnam Law & Legal 

Forum 2020). The resolution also lays the ground for developing regulation in areas ranging 

from the digital economy to the financial and monetary systems, consumer privacy, and 

intellectual property. However, there is no timeline set for the development of this ambitious 
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legal framework. Setting up an ad hoc committee, launching discussions and negotiations with 

private stakeholders and society, and publishing an AI ethical guideline for responsible AI 

could be a step forward for the development of an AI governance model in a near future, an 

essential tool for competing in the Industry 4.0 race. 

What would this ethical guideline look like? Anna Jobin Macello Lenca and Effy Vayena (2019, 

391–95) identified five primary ethical principles that converge in the corpus of ethical 

guidelines published globally: transparency, justice and fairness, non-maleficence, 

responsibility, and privacy. These terms show high semantic and conceptual discrepancies in 

how these concepts are interpreted, used and associated to particular recommendations. Despite 

the limitations and overlaps, they could lay a foundation for preparing an AI ethical guideline 

in Vietnam. They could be defined as follows: 

Transparency 

This concept is ubiquitous in the literature reviewed. It includes actions to increase 

explainability, interpretability, communication, and disclosure of AI. The goal is to minimize 

harm, improve AI performance and foster public trust. What should be disclosed varies 

significantly from one guideline to another: “use of AI, source code, data use, evidence base 

for AI use, limitations, laws, responsibility for AI, investments in AI and possible impact” 

(Jobin, Ienca, and Vayena 2019, 391). 

Justice and fairness 

Justice refers to fairness and “prevention, monitoring or mitigation of unwanted bias and 

discrimination” (Jobin, Ienca, and Vayena 2019, 394). The advice is to acquire and process 

accurate, complete and diverse data, especially training data, to mitigate bias. The Singapore 

Model AI Governance Framework (PDPC 2019, 35–50) provides recommendations to limit 

unintended discrimination with models that use biased or inaccurate data or are trained with 

biased data. These propositions involve understanding the lineage of data, ensuring data quality, 

minimizing inherent bias, using different datasets for training, testing and validation, and 

conducting periodic reviewing and dataset updates. 

Non-maleficence 

This notion calls for safety and security and the avoidance of predictable or accidental risks 

and harm. Harm mainly refers to discrimination, violation of privacy and bodily harm. 

Alternatively, it can also refer to the loss of trust or skills, the overshadow of regulation by 
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technological progress, and long-term societal and political impact. Harm-reduction measures 

involve policy strategies related to AI research, design, development and deployment, and 

technical solutions like in-built data quality evaluations, security and privacy measures, and 

industry standards. If damages are inevitable, risks should be assessed and minimized, and 

liability should be clearly stipulated and attributed (Jobin, Ienca, and Vayena 2019, 394). 

Responsibility and Accountability 

These terms are frequently used in the corpus of ethical guidelines on AI, but are seldom 

defined. They lead to a diverse set of suggestions that propose acting with integrity, specifying 

responsibility and liability in contracts, whistleblowing and focusing on the processes that 

generate harm, and bringing ethics into science and technology. In this case, harm is attributed 

to AI developers, designers, industries, and institutions (Jobin, Ienca, and Vayena 2019, 394–

95).  

Privacy  

Privacy is another key concept that often remains undefined but is extensively used in 

discussions on data protection. It refers to “a value to uphold and as a right to be protected” 

and, on some occasions, freedom and trust (Jobin, Ienca, and Vayena 2019, 395). Privacy can 

be preserved through technical measures (differential privacy, privacy by design, data 

minimization, access control), research and sensibilization campaigns, and regulation (legal 

compliance, certification, production, or revision of laws adapted to AI characteristics).  

 

These five ethical principles are relevant to algorithmic credit scoring. Transparency is often 

present in debates on algorithmic credit scoring regulation, harm reduction, and individual 

privacy and autonomy protection. It is closely related to responsibility and accountability. 

Legal scholars propose that consumers have the right to inspect, correct, and dispute sources 

of traditional and non-traditional data collected for scoring purposes, the datapoints and nature 

of the data, and credit scores used to make loan decisions (allocation or rejection, loan pricing). 

Borrowers should be allowed to exercise oversight over the entire process going from big data 

collection to decision-making. They should also be able to understand why their loan 

applications are accepted or rejected, review their credit data, appeal rejections, and be given 

clues on how to improve their credit record and score. The goal is to make all credit data, AI-
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based predictive technology, calculation, and decision-making open, explainable, inspectable, 

auditable, and interpretable by the public, regulators and third parties.  

External controllers and AI may be used to for monitoring and to ensure fair decisions and non-

harm. For the US, Danielle Citron and Franck Pasquale (2014, 20) argue that the U.S. Federal 

Trade Commission should be given access to credit scoring systems, especially datasets, source 

codes and notes on variables, correlations and inferences, for testing bias, arbitrariness, and 

unfair mischaracterization. In Vietnam, the State Bank could be granted similar privileges to 

endorse a similar supervisory role and ensure transparency, fairness and accountability. Last 

but not least, algorithmic credit scoring models could also be subject to licensing and audit 

imperatives. The regulator could also be authorized to use machine learning technology to 

pinpoint and solve biases (Aggarwal 2019, 4; Kleinberg et al. 2018).  

To sum up, these ethical concerns and legal and procedural propositions are relevant to 

Vietnam, a country where algorithmic credit scoring is being rapidly deployed. However, the 

regulators and policymakers do not yet fully fathom the importance of regulating it. 

Furthermore, a look at how credit scoring startups and lenders deploy this technology suggest 

their unpreparedness or unwillingness to embrace basic ethical guidelines for responsible AI. 

For Vietnam’s interests, it is our hope that the government sets up an ad hoc committee 

gathering public and private actors that could eventually produce an ethical guideline on 

responsible AI. Hopefully, the guideline will inspire a model for AI governance and 

enforceable regulations, and that credit scoring firms and lenders operating in Vietnam will 

follow them in spirit, if not to the letter.  

 

5. Conclusion 

This study seeks to cast light on algorithmic credit scoring in Vietnam. Assessing its impact is 

relevant in light of this technology’s ambition – to include tens of millions of un(der)banked 

citizens in financial services markets – and the mixed feelings it has stirred worldwide. On the 

one hand, the fintech–philanthropy–development complex praises its efficiency and potential 

for fostering distributional fairness. On the other hand, algorithmic credit scoring fuels 

anxieties about unfair discrimination and the loss of individual autonomy and privacy. The 

study concludes that it is too early for a comprehensive assessment of the benefits and risks of 

algorithmic credit scoring in Vietnam. The outcome will most likely be ambiguous and result 

in a long process of technological and regulatory negotiation, experimentation, adaptation, and 
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normalization. A key finding is that this technology raises more questions than answers at this 

early stage of deployment, especially in emerging countries with limited financial 

infrastructure and awareness about privacy and data protection.  

The study has revealed two critical areas that require monitoring and research in the years to 

come. The first is the thorny issue of distributional fairness and discrimination. Machine 

learning algorithms make biased decisions that discriminate against vulnerable groups when 

they are flawed and/or reproduce human biases. Whether algorithmic credit scoring will 

reproduce biases and exclusion entrenched in credit markets is relevant in countries where the 

consumer lending industry has a history of discrimination. However, in emerging countries like 

Vietnam, the consumer lending industry is still nascent. In the 1990s and 2000s, rural 

households could only borrow money from Agribank and the Bank for Social Policies for rural 

development and poverty alleviation. Consumer lending was inexistent back then. To fund 

consumption and contingencies, families relied on informal finance. They mainly borrowed 

funds from relatives, friends, moneylenders, employers, rotative credit associations, and 

pawnshops. The concern that algorithmic credit scoring may reproduce biases entrenched in 

old credit markets that did not exist before is therefore irrelevant. However, caution needs to 

be exercised in this technology to draw new consumer credit landscapes from scratch, as they 

may produce (rather than reproduce) biases and discrimination against vulnerable groups, in 

particular rural workers, women and the poor. The rural-urban divide is already becoming 

apparent as consumer credit targets mainly city dwellers. 

Another critical area to monitor is privacy and autonomy. Big data has already raised much 

anxiety in the West, contrary to Asia where it is only starting to seep into people’s lives. A 

good example of this technology’s ambivalent reception is the Chinese social credit system. In 

the West, programs like Sesame Credit stir anxieties about repressive data surveillance. In 

China, these concerns are “often superseded by celebratory discourses about convenience, 

creativity/innovation, cost-effectiveness, efficiency, and, above all, security” (Chong 2019, 2). 

Ironically, Chinese Alipay’s users go as far as to consider that this app’s “philanthropic efforts 

have helped cultivate the awareness of environmental protection and social and personal well-

being” (Chong 2019, 14). Essential questions emerge from these remarks; for instance, the 

extent to which China will succeed in implementing the social credit system nationwide and 

the possibility that Vietnam may be tempted to replicate it. Another fundamental question is 

how will Vietnamese citizens and borrowers embrace or resist a technology that rates, ranks 

and classifies them and may shape their ‘life chances’ for better or worse. Furthermore, the 
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critical issue of how users build trust on technology has received limited attention. A recent 

study about Ant Credit Pay, Alipay’s virtual consumer credit service based on Sesame Credit, 

shows that users appreciate its ‘depersonalized’ mode of lending as opposed to borrowing from 

banks, friends, or relatives where human discretion prevails. However, they re-personalize the 

app by attributing human-like logic to the scoring system, “ascertaining how the platform 

‘thinks’ by embedding it within personal spending and ascribing its mode of operations to Jack 

Ma’s charisma” (McDonald and Dan 2020, 10). This example shows that the success or failure 

of new fintech depends on human trust and perception to a great extent. The issue of trust begs 

for empirical research. It reminds us that the success of algorithmic credit scoring, fintech apps, 

and new financial products depends on efficiency and progress as much as on human 

appropriation and domestication (see Pellandini-Simányi, Hammer, and Vargha 2015; M. 

Nguyen 2020). 

Finally, this study also highlights the importance of regulation to support fintech innovation 

and positive socioeconomic change. It suggests a cautious, pragmatic and gradual approach to 

algorithmic credit scoring. Given that this technology thrives in legal limbo in Vietnam, the 

regulator should address new challenges posed by big data and AI and reflect on what 

constitutes fairness and individual’s ‘intrinsic identities’ and ‘vital interests’, and achieve 

normative trade-offs as soon as possible. It should also explore how to implement legal 

safeguards and human oversight to support efficiency and accuracy while preserving public 

interest and privacy. Equally vital is the need to develop ethical guidelines for responsible AI 

and eventually an AI governance model. The authorities will also have to make sure that 

domestic and foreign credit scoring firms and lenders enforce regulation and follow ethical 

principles. With the Vietnamese Central Bank in the midst of launching a pilot regulatory 

sandbox program for five key fintech sectors, we have reasons to be optimistic about the 

Vietnamese government’s interest and capacity to regulate the fintech sector. This study calls 

for the government to appreciate the urgent nature of regulating this technology. 
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